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Ten-Minute Training Topics  
Manager’s Supplement – Crash Reporting  

 Introduction  
We provide a “Manager’s Supplement” for Ten-Minute Training Topics that:  

 1. are likely to promote discussion,   
 2. may invite controversy, or   
 3. are critical to assuring safety within fleet operations.  

 

This topic, “Crash Reporting”, fits these criteria; therefore, we want to provide you with additional details that either:  

 1. could not easily fit into the space normally allowed for a typical Ten-Minute Training Topic, or   

 2. would best be delivered to managers who can decide how they will introduce the material through company 
policies or practices.  

Review of Your Company Policies  
We encourage managers to review company policies that relate to the Ten-Minute Training Topic in advance of its 
distribution to drivers.  This provides an opportunity to make any needed enhancements, prepare for anticipated 
questions and check to make sure that your policy and the Ten-Minute Training Topic are in agreement. (If they are 
not in agreement, point that out to your employees – your company policy always comes before any SafetyFirst 
training materials.)  

While many companies have developed “policies” or guidelines concerning how drivers should deal with the aftermath 
of a collision, others may not have a formal process in place.   

 • Are your drivers aware of your expectations on what to do or say at a crash scene?  

 • Are they aware of how and when to report a crash to your company (familiar with forms, etc)?    

 • Are there any specific instructions you want them to follow after a crash such as not talk to the press?  

 • Has your company supplied “accident reporting kits” for drivers to complete following a crash, and are they 
familiar with how to use them?  

Many fleets take time once a year to review crash procedures.  This reminds all drivers of what to do and how to react 
in case they become involved in a crash.  Better to prepare for the worst (and hope it never happens) than to take a 
chance that everyone is ready to deal with getting the right information on the first try.  

While SafetyFirst doesn’t pretend or presume to have all the answers to each situation that may be unique to your 
area or business, we feel that this information might help your drivers avoid some of the most commonly encountered 
situations that they may come across during the day-to-day of their driving duties.    

Other Records Should Be In Order, Too  
 
Following a collision, you should make sure that other records are in order – maintenance inspections that might have 
surfaced issues related to the collision, hours of service log books that should be current and correct, etc.    

If your company is sued over the crash (which could happen even if your driver was not negligent in causing the 
collision), your insurer will handle the defense.  What tools will you have ready to provide your team of defense 
attorneys?  
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One trial attorney’s web site says; “State and Federal law regulates how trucks are maintained and drivers must fill out 
a vehicle inspection reports. These reports can be crucial evidence that can help experienced counsel reconstruct the 
accident by establishing the condition of the truck. A lawyer will also conduct an immediate investigation into the 
history of the driver and the service history of the truck involved.”  Are these types of records up to date and ready to 
go if needed?  

Additional Training Available  
The AAA Foundation for Traffic Safety teamed up with the Better Business Bureau to produce an accident reporting 
video that is very inexpensive.  Other safety training organizations and even some insurance providers have training 
documents and/or videos available for purchase, rent or loan.  If you would like to learn more about “accident 
investigation”, there are professionally developed training seminars available from several sources, including the 
North American Training and Management Institute (NATMI).  

Photographs of Accident Scenes?  
We did not devote much attention to taking pictures at the scene of a crash in these articles since we will look at this 
procedure in greater detail next month.  Taking a photo can really help reconstruct what happened and help insurance 
staff to get the claim settled fairly and quickly.  However, there are several common mistakes that can undermine the 
process and we will look at these next month, too.  

Summary  
Drivers have a lot on their mind simply tending to their “day job”; however, focusing their attention on what to do in 
case of a crash may help them gather the needed information at a critical time.  We’ve provided some basic tips to 
consider.  You should work with your current insurance provider or insurance department to be sure your drivers know 
what is expected from them at the scene of a crash.  Additional training, accident reporting kits and other resources 
are widely available on the Internet for your consideration based on your firm’s unique situation.  

Web Sites That May Offer More Details  
http://www.fmcsa.dot.gov/forms/safety/nass.htm  

http://www.aaafoundation.org/multimedia/index.cfm?button=CrashCourse  

http://www.bbbvideo.com/AAA/  

http://www-fars.nhtsa.dot.gov/   

www.fmcsa.dot.gov  

http://www.natmi.org/  

  
(SafetyFirst is not responsible for the content on these websites – access the information with caution as to the 

sources and or accuracy of their material)  
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